
I think it will take at least 
six pieces of bread.
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1.The height from which I 
dropped the egg 
2.The brand and type of egg I 
dropped
3.The brand and type of 
bread used as cushion

SAVE YOUR EGGIES!!!!!!!
Question Hypothesis

Materials

Introduction and Research 

Controlled 
Variables

How many pieces of bread 
(stacked up) does it take to make 

an egg survive an eight foot 
drop?

1.One package of bread 
2.Eggs 
3.A ladder
4.Guide yarn
5.Paper towels to protect the 
floor

1.The exact age of the eggs
2.The exact age of the bread
3.The exact size of the eggs
4.The exact size of the bread
5.The exact spot I drop the egg
 6.Temperature of egg
7.How much the wind blew  
8.The position the egg landed in

1.Set up a eight foot ladder outside 
2 Place garbage bag where you want to drop egg
3. Put paper towels below where you are gonna drop 
your egg
4.Tie weight on end of string
5. Tie top of string to top of ladder and let weighted 
end guide where to drop egg
6.Drop your egg where your guide string points 
7. Take a picture of the egg 
8 Remove egg and paper towel
9 Replace paper towel
10.Put a piece of bread on top of your paper towel 
11. Line up guide wire
12. Drop egg
13 Take a picture
14 .Clean mess
Repeat steps 10 to 14 replacing bread with an 
additional slice each time until egg doesn’t crack. 

0 bread 
slices

1 
bread 
slice

2 bread 
slices

3 
bread 
slices

Conclusion

Uncontrolled 
Variables

Results

It only took three pieces of bread to absorb the energy 
and keep the egg from cracking. The bread did way 
better than I thought it would. 
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I did the project because I really like just cracking eggs, so I did a project 
about eggs cracking and it cracks me up. Gravity is a force that makes 
things fall back to earth. When you hold an egg above the ground gravity 
gives the egg potential energy. The higher you hold the egg the more 
potential energy you get. When you drop the egg the potential energy is 
converted into kinetic energy. When the egg hits the ground all the kinetic 
energy has to go somewhere and the egg will crack unless it lands on 
something that will absorb the energy from the drop of the egg.
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